A variety of dwelling types are designed. Dwellings that are easily affordable but can also be adapted or reconfigured when needed or desired. To the right side of the image there is a design concept containing a cinema. A cinema that can be used or rented as a bigger building when the surrounding city gets group. With all of these possibilities we have the need for flexible urban living. A cinema that can be used or rented as a bigger building when the surrounding city gets group. With all of these possibilities we have the need for flexible urban living. A cinema that can be used or rented as a bigger building when the surrounding city gets group. With all of these possibilities we have the need for flexible urban living.

Certain aspects as the in-between zone (in front of the dwelling), the transition zone and the front yard. These zones can be used or rented as a bigger family typology and can made bigger when neighbouring plots are bought or be part of the group. This can be used or rented as a bigger family typology and can be made bigger when neighbouring plots are bought or be part of the group. This can be used or rented as a bigger family typology and can be made bigger when neighbouring plots are bought or be part of the group. This can be used or rented as a bigger family typology and can be made bigger when neighbouring plots are bought or be part of the group. This can be used or rented as a bigger family typology and can be made bigger when neighbouring plots are bought or be part of the group. This can be used or rented as a bigger family typology and can be made bigger when neighbouring plots are bought or be part of the group.
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